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Executive summary
When it comes to data center modernization, companies are struggling to make decisions about infrastructure and services to be more
competitive and agile, reduce costs, and minimize risk. As trends such as virtualization, data center modernization, and software-defined
everything take hold, it’s imperative to understand the new approaches to data center infrastructure and data architecture that drive the
efficiencies required by customers.
Hewlett Packard Enterprise offers a revolutionary and disruptive hyperconverged solution designed to simplify and deliver big savings in
capital and operational costs. This paper will examine this transformational data center infrastructure and data architecture—HPE and its
HPE SimpliVity Data Virtualization Platform.

Challenges in the post-virtualization data center
Data centers are in a period of transition. The trend that started over a decade ago—to drive pervasive virtualization with x86 servers—shows no
signs of slowing. Virtualization turns physical devices into a set of resource pools that are independent of the physical asset they run on. IT
organizations have realized that by decoupling the application from hardware, workload mobility and higher utilization of shared physical server
resources are possible. With over 70% of production systems virtualized, IT organizations are now focused on boosting utilization by increasing
virtual machine (VM)-to-server density. 1
Yet realizing the true benefits of server virtualization is thwarted when the underlying data center infrastructure is not virtualized. The mobility of
virtual machines is limited when a datastore in the virtualization domain is tied to a physical storage system and its management is limited when
it is dictated by a monolithic storage construct such as an LUN. Achieving virtualization across every element of the IT environment, with the
goal of automated management and improved service delivery via software is the next step toward a software-defined data center.
Unfortunately, legacy infrastructure stacks do not provide this level of data virtualization. The resulting environment is complex and costly to
manage, and the scale only exacerbates the problem.
It should come as no surprise that legacy architectures inhibit virtualization and today’s modern data mobility needs, especially since these
architectures were optimized for a different world—a world that predated server virtualization, cloud, and SSDs. It was the world in which IT was
tightly centralized within a single data center and if remote IT sites existed, they were run independently from the primary data center. The size
of disk drives was relatively small, the cost of storage was very high, replication was a luxury very few could afford, and most disaster recovery
operations were enabled by tape media. The situation resulted in operational inefficiency—more infrastructure to manage, reactive “firefighting”
activities, and baseline service level delivery.
But while underlying data architectures have changed very little, IT’s role in business has changed dramatically. IT—and the data it’s chartered to
protect—is at the core of almost all business today. As such, the demand on IT is ever-increasing. To address the demand, IT has been forced to
deploy a variety of technologies to solve disparate challenges in the data center. The last 10 years have seen a wave of specialty devices—such
as WAN optimization, disk-based backup, SSD storage acceleration devices, and cloud gateways—each independently delivering value, but
collectively adding to the complexity crisis.
To break free from this antiquated environment, a new approach is needed. One that:
• Simplifies infrastructure, service delivery, and the management of resources and workloads.
• Enables mobility within and across data centers and the cloud.
• Increases application performance and IT agility.
• Improves the ability to scale easily within single sites and across distributed sites.
• Provides resiliency.
• Introduces efficiencies that will lower costs and increase IT productivity.

1

Market Trends: x86 Server Virtualization Worldwide 2016, Gartner, May 2016
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HPE SimpliVity hyperconverged infrastructure
Hewlett Packard Enterprise simplifies IT with true hyperconverged infrastructure. It helps eliminate the complexity and cost of deploying and
running virtualized workloads, while disrupting the status quo of complex and cumbersome legacy IT systems. What’s more, Hewlett Packard
Enterprise delivers what modern data centers crave—the economics, agility, and ease of cloud models, coupled with on-premises IT governance
for performance, protection, and other enterprise functions.
HPE SimpliVity is a software-defined hyperconverged infrastructure solution that runs on x86 industry-standard servers to deliver turnkey
hyperconverged infrastructure for the software-defined data center. Clustering multiple HPE SimpliVity nodes form a shared resource pool that
delivers high availability, mobility, and efficient scaling of performance and capacity.
HPE SimpliVity technology assimilates all IT infrastructure and services below the hypervisor into a single, scalable 2U building block. Two or
more deployed clusters of HPE SimpliVity building blocks form a federation—a massively scalable pool of shared resources.

Figure 1. HPE SimpliVity technology assimilates all IT infrastructure and services below the hypervisor

HPE SimpliVity Global Federation represents a global HPE SimpliVity deployment and is a collection of clusters normally running in multiple sites.
HPE SimpliVity Federation includes a self-learning and self-healing fabric that connects all HPE SimpliVity clusters. This means that there is no
reconfiguration required if nodes are added or removed. All VM-centric protection policies continue to run without requiring any reconfiguration.
HPE SimpliVity Federation learns the topology of the customer environment, sets up alarms, and intelligently warns the administrator of any
issues that may arise within the fabric upon connection.
HPE hyperconverged infrastructure delivers a wide range of simplified IT functions that empower a single administrator to manage resources
and workloads easily from a single, native hypervisor management framework, such as VMware® vCenter™.
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HPE SimpliVity Data Virtualization Platform
Our differentiation from other hyperconverged infrastructure is the HPE SimpliVity Data Virtualization Platform, which enables a single shared
resource pool across multiple sites and provides highly efficient data storage and mobility. HPE SimpliVity Data Virtualization Platform consists
of the HPE OmniStack Virtual Controller and the HPE OmniStack Accelerator Card, which enables accelerated data efficiency, global unified
management, and built-in data protection.

Figure 2. Features of the HPE SimpliVity Data Virtualization Platform

HPE SimpliVity data architecture
The HPE SimpliVity data architecture is a globally aware file system and object store with data optimization techniques and data services. It
abstracts data from its underlying hardware, enabling hypervisor, and x86 hardware independence. It shifts policies and management from an
infrastructure component orientation, usually LUNs or datastores, to the application workload and virtual machine level.
Data efficiency
To foster mobility, data efficiency is key. Data deduplication and compression facilitate lighter-weight, mobile data structures. Optimization
further helps to manage data intelligently based on the anticipated usage of data by the applications.
Deduplication
Deduplication is the process of reducing disk workload, replication bandwidth, and storage capacity by eliminating redundant data and retaining
only one unique instance of the data on disk. Deduplication helps deliver a lightweight, mobile data structure and, therefore, is key to solving the
complexity crisis by addressing the root cause.
Compression
Compression is the process of reducing the size of a given data set, providing a more condensed format. It provides complementary value to
deduplication by further reducing the disk workload, replication bandwidth, and storage capacity.
Optimization
Optimization is the intelligent treatment of data on disk based on its anticipated use by an application. Systems that can identify file types and
make real-time decisions about where to store that data can achieve overall improved storage efficiency, performance, and bandwidth usage.
Deduplication, compression, and optimization have several key benefits that address the core requirements of today’s data center:
• Dramatic bandwidth reduction—Deduplicating, compressing, and optimizing all data and keeping it in this state when transferring to a
remote site makes the transfer itself more efficient and saves significant bandwidth resources.
• Enhanced data mobility—A fundamental principle of server virtualization is the mobility of VMs, but the unoptimized data structures can
significantly block mobility in a traditional infrastructure environment due to their size. When the data is deduplicated and compressed, it is
easier to create point-in-time copies, move VMs from one system to another, and move data to different data centers across the globe.
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• Efficient storage utilization—Required capacity can be reduced significantly in standard primary use cases based on the effective use of
deduplication, compression, and optimization.
• Enhanced performance—Since data is deduplicated, compressed, and optimized in real time before data is written to disk, it helps eliminate
unnecessary writes to disk that saves IOPS and improves overall performance.
Deduplication technologies have historically been designed to optimize HDD capacity. When introduced to the market in the mid-2000s,
deduplication was designated entirely for backup. In this use case, optimizing for capacity is crucial, given massive redundancy of data and the
ever-increasing volume of data to be backed up and retained. In primary storage systems, optimizing for disk capacity is a relatively lower priority.
Disk IOPS are a much more expensive system resource than disk capacity.

Overcoming challenges for real-time data efficiency
Deduplicating, compressing, and optimizing data at inception, once and forever, would seem the right approach. When data is deduplicated
across all tiers (primary and backup) right from the point of inception, it has significant resource-saving results throughout the data lifecycle.
However, today deduplication has only been designed by vendors as an isolated data lifecycle phase-specific and resource-intensive operation
that has been implemented in independent products, by different vendors, each addressing a single specific problem—deduplication of backup
data, deduplication of WAN data, or deduplication of archive data.
Despite the maturity of deduplication and its great benefits to primary data, no vendor has comprehensively solved the deduplication challenge
to primary data until now. Some products apply deduplication only within the SSD tier and, therefore, only offer limited benefits in terms of overall
efficiency. Others apply compression technology and incorrectly use the term “dedupe”. Since deduplication may impose latency, many have
deployed it as a post-process, which severely limits other operations such as replication and backup. Most of these sub-optimal implementations
are a result of adding deduplication to existing legacy architecture, rather than developing it as the foundation for the overall 21st century
architecture.
The various fragmented workarounds vendors have delivered vary in terms of value—falling short of solving the underlying problem. These
approaches provide some value, but ultimately do not deliver a truly fine-grained and mobile data infrastructure. IT teams can be left with higher
acquisition costs and even more complexity as they manage independent pockets of deduplication amidst their other infrastructure burdens.
Given these challenges, there is no deduplication offering that addresses all the opportunities and needs across the complete data lifecycle—
from primary storage, to backup, WAN, archive, and public cloud. As a result, IT teams seeking the noted benefits have been forced to deploy
multiple, disparate products from different vendors, each necessitating separate training and separate ongoing management.

HPE OmniStack Accelerator Card
Rather than taking an existing data architecture and trying to build in deduplication, compression, and optimization, Hewlett Packard Enterprise
took the inverse approach. As a first step, it designed the core technology that performs deduplication and compression on primary data, in
real-time, without impact to performance or latency, and built an entire globally federated data architecture around that foundation. This
foundation manages the resulting fine-grained data elements across a global federation of systems.
In doing so, it addressed most of the core requirements for truly effective deduplication, compression, and optimization for the primary
production infrastructure system and beyond, including:
• Executing in real-time.
• Processing once and maintaining this efficient state through the entire lifecycle of the data (no need for a hydration or dehydration
inefficiencies).
• Deduplicating across all tiers of data within a system.
• Deduplicating across all data sets.
• Maintaining the initial deduplicated state across all locations, including the public cloud.
• Executing without an impact to the performance.
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The HPE SimpliVity Data Virtualization Platform performs deduplication, compression, and optimization in real-time, as the data is first written to
the datastore. This is in contrast to post-process deduplication, which allows data to be written first without deduplication and at some later
stage, performs the deduplication process. The big problem with post-process deduplication is that it uses more IOPS since data is written, read,
deduplicated/compressed, and written again.
If real-time deduplication is better, then why isn’t it more prevalent? This is because of performance. Deduplication is a resource-intensive
process. As data enters the system, it must be scanned, analyzed, compared to an index or table that has cataloged all existing blocks in the
data set, and then acted upon (deleted if redundant or written if unique).
Pointers and indexes need to be updated in real time so the system can keep track of all data elements in all locations while maintaining an
understanding of the full pre-deduplicated data sets that were stored in the system. The challenge is amplified if granular 4 KB or 8 KB data sets
are used. A system managing 8 KB blocks and ingesting data at 800 MB/s needs to perform 100,000 such operations per second.
Given the challenge, it is understandable why many vendors have opted to conduct this operation out-of-band, so as not to impact performance.
This is a challenge that HPE SimpliVity technology addressed head-on and resolved.
The HPE OmniStack Accelerator Card handles the heavy lifting, delivering the required processing power without the high costs. It’s a uniquely
architected PCIe module that processes all writes and manages the compute-intensive tasks of deduplication and compression and allows the
x86 CPUs to run customers’ business applications.
The card is inserted into a commodity server and it provides ultra-fast write processing and caching services that don’t rely on commodity CPUs.
It offers specialized processing power via a field programmable gate array (FPGA) programmed with the HPE SimpliVity deduplication,
compression, and optimization algorithms. The card contains flash and it is also protected by super-capacitors to allow DRAM to be saved in the
event of a power loss, making it extremely reliable. This design enables very low write latency given the high-speed and non-volatile capabilities
of the card.
When a write is issued by a virtual machine to the network file system (NFS) datastore, HPE OmniStack Virtual Controller receives the write
and sends it to a local and remote HPE OmniStack Accelerator Card. 2 This protects the data from any single point-of-failure and allows the
HPE OmniStack Virtual Controller to acknowledge the write back to the virtual machine. The write is then serialized and coalesced with other
random IO into a sequential write by the HPE OmniStack Accelerator Card before being written to disk, which solves the IO blender issue (when
many virtual machines are all hitting disk in a random manner). Another huge advantage of using a PCIe flash device is that there is a very long
life expectancy when compared to an SSD.
Within a given HPE SimpliVity system, deduplication makes each storage media tier—DRAM, flash, SSD, and HDD—more efficient, thereby
dramatically lowering the cost of the system compared to traditional offerings.

Data optimization
While deduplication is the fundamental core, HPE SimpliVity Data Virtualization Platform further enhances the CAPEX and OPEX savings
enabled with HPE SimpliVity by delivering remarkable efficiencies through operating system and virtualization-aware optimizations. The
optimizations within HPE SimpliVity deliver similar effects to deduplication but in a different way—they identify data that need not be copied, or
replicated and take data-specific actions to improve the overall efficiency of the system.
Given that today, the HPE SimpliVity platform is optimized for the VMware® environment, as most optimizations stem from an awareness of
VMware-specific content or commands. For example, .vswp files, though important to the functionality of each individual VM, do not need to be
backed up or replicated across sites. Thus, when preparing to back up or replicate a given VM from one site to another, the HPE SimpliVity Data
Virtualization Platform recognizes the .vswp file associated with a VM and eliminates that data from the transfer, saving time, bandwidth, and
capacity. Other optimizations are similar in nature—leveraging the platform’s ability to find and make real-time decisions on common data types
within a VMware environment.

2

It is important to note that HPE OmniStack Accelerator Card never contains the only copy of a piece of data within a data center. HPE SimpliVity technology can handle the failure
of an entire hyperconverged building block and can continue to serve data at a level of performance that allows mission-critical enterprise applications to continue to run.
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HPE SimpliVity Global Federation enhances value
While deduplication within a single hyperconverged infrastructure system provides great efficiencies and cost savings, the additional
groundbreaking value lies in HPE SimpliVity Global Federation. This network of connected HPE SimpliVity clusters provide reduced recovery
time objectives (RTOs) and recovery point objectives (RPOs), lighter weight data movement, simplified global scale, and improved disaster
recovery service-level agreements.
Additionally, with deduplication at the core, the HPE SimpliVity Data Virtualization Platform architecture has been designed and optimized for
managing a very large set of fine-grained data elements, across a federation of systems that are both local (within the same data center) and
remote (dispersed data centers), including the public cloud. For example, a modest federation of a few systems contains tens of billions of
deduplicated, compressed, and optimized 8 KB elements. The platform enables this federation to track and manage all elements efficiently and
makes real-time decisions about which data elements to send via replication and which need not be sent due to the existence of an exact match
at the destination site.
With the data permanently in an efficient fine-grained state and an overall architecture designed to manage and track billions of elements across
a global network of systems, all of the core functionality of HPE SimpliVity is enabled by:
• Efficient data mobility within and across data centers
• Intelligent data movement within the federation
• Data sharing for high availability
• Cache-accelerated performance
• A single point of global management that’s automated and VM-centric
The value of deduplication, compression, and optimization is amplified in HPE SimpliVity Global Federation since the required bandwidth is
reduced dramatically compared to systems that don’t maintain deduplicated data globally. Importantly, this also speeds up the delivery of data
from and to remote sites and the cloud. Deduplication has traditionally been successful comparing incoming data to what lies within the local
array but struggles in a truly global setting.
In contrast, the HPE SimpliVity Data Virtualization Platform contains an advanced inter-node messaging system that allows HPE SimpliVity
nodes to communicate the contents of their local datastore. In essence, when replicating from one cluster to another, this allows each
HPE SimpliVity node to know enough about what is on the remote systems that only unique data (free of operating systems, VMware
commands, and other overhead) is sent over across the wire.
This inter-site communication can have dramatic effects. For example, in many cases within a federation, on the first replication of a given VM,
very little data needs to traverse the network. This is a radical departure compared to any other replicating system, which must always replicate a
full copy of a given data set during the first replication. But with the HPE SimpliVity platform any two VMs running common operating systems
such as Microsoft® Windows® will have a large set of data elements in common. The HPE SimpliVity Data Virtualization Platform recognizes any
existing redundant data at the remote site and allows only truly unique data elements to be sent.

Built-in data protection enhances data efficiency
HPE SimpliVity infrastructure has built-in data protection that performs VM-level backup and bandwidth-efficient replication to further simplify
IT and operations. It includes efficient data transfer across remote data centers and enables powerful protection and recovery methods. Robust
data protection policies for VM backups use simple rules that define backup frequency, backup retention, and backup destination. Backup and
replication policies set at the VM-level automate services, helping eliminate costly manual intervention.
HPE SimpliVity architecture creates tremendous efficiencies vs. third-party backup, replication, and deduplication software and hardware since
data doesn’t have to be deduplicated, rehydrated, and re-deduplicated as it moves from its original production storage location to its backup
destination within the HPE SimpliVity Global Federation. Advanced data protection and cloning features take advantage of the HPE SimpliVity
data efficiency and management components, greatly simplifying the complex steps needed to protect and move data.
The data efficiency of HPE SimpliVity backups enable rapid VM-centric copies with virtually no storage performance impact, helping to eliminate
the need for a backup window. It also means that copies can be made more frequently to support aggressive RPOs. Similarly, rapid restore
operations enable aggressive RTOs. Rapid VM clones dramatically speed up workflows for test and development environments, while rapid
moves and migrations enable mobility and agility across data centers.
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Summary
To address the unique requirements created by virtualization, software-defined service delivery, and cloud economic models, Hewlett Packard
Enterprise delivers innovation and value by providing a single global unified software infrastructure stack and a single shared resource pool on
commodity x86 hardware.
The HPE SimpliVity Data Virtualization Platform further overcomes the various barriers that have limited the usage and deployment of real-time
fine-grained deduplication across all tiers within a system (primary and backup workloads), across data centers and cloud. The HPE SimpliVity
data architecture provides optimized:
• Performance by driving efficiency at data’s point of origin and eliminating IO
• Capacity by deduplicating, compressing, and optimizing data at inception, once and forever across the lifecycle
• Mobility by providing VM-centricity and highly efficient data transfers
• Manageability by globally federating single- and multi-site management of infrastructure and workloads via a common interface
• Data protection by including built-in backup and replication
The result is a radically simplified and dramatically lower-cost infrastructure platform that delivers on the requirements for scalability, flexibility,
performance elasticity, data mobility, global management, and cloud integration that today’s IT infrastructures require. The benefits of
HPE SimpliVity Data Virtualization Platform are greater operational efficiency and agility, reduced risk, and a better economic model through
lowered TCO.
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